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 No additional FLASH chips required. APD module is a small, inexpensive and very reliable and versatile memory module used
in a wide range of applications in modern equipment. It is a nonvolatile memory suitable for applications where the data stored
therein need not be stored for more than a few weeks or even months. The EEPROM memory cell is very reliable and requires

no power to retain its stored information. The primary area of use for such a memory is in the applications which require
permanent storage of data for no more than a few weeks or even months. Examples include: Storage of data in devices where
the data will not be changed and remain permanently stored until erased General purpose data storage in a device which would
be operated for weeks or even months at a time, without requiring a battery or external power source Time/date/data storage in
such equipment where it is not essential for the stored data to be available when power is restored or accessed General purpose

data storage in a device which would be operated for a few hours or days at a time, without requiring a battery or external power
source. Industrial applications: Processed data storage in monitoring equipment Processed data storage in a data logger

Time/date/data storage in such equipment where it is not essential for the stored data to be available when power is restored or
accessed. Automotive applications: Automotive engine data storage for diagnostic and parameter logging In combination with

our SESCOD Serial Flash Interface, the APD provides a fast and reliable method of general purpose memory storage for
development applications.[Differentiation of nephritic syndromes. A statistical model]. A prognostic model of the

differentiation of nephritic syndromes and also a decision tree model are presented. In the prognostic model the most important
criteria for differentiation are HLA class II-typing, in vitro test results, and the urologic, neurologic, and immunological status.

The differentiation model is presented in a 3-stage 82157476af
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